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Redwood Vocabulary 
Use the vocabulary in the boxes below to fill in the blanks.  

1. The _________________________ is the top of the trees. 

2. A Banana Slug is a ________________________, an animal that breaks down nutrients and 

recycles them back into the environment. 

3. A redwood _________________________ contains many seeds, however very few will grow 

into tall trees.  

4. _________________________ is a chemical that protects the tree against burrowing         

insects, fungus and fire, it also turns parts of the tree red. 

5. The _________________________ is below the canopy. 

6. If one species of animal goes missing in a habitat the whole _________________________ 

is affected. 

7. The _________________________, is where the trees roots grow.   

8. Forests need  _________________________ in order to remain healthy and provide habitat 

for many animals. 

9. The tallest tree in the world is a ________________________. 
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Redwood Vocabulary ANSWERS 
Use the vocabulary in the boxes below to fill in the blanks.  

1. The _________________________ is the top of the trees. 

2. A Banana Slug is a ________________________, an animal that breaks down nutrients and 

recycles them back into the environment. 

3. A redwood _________________________ contains many seeds, however very few will grow 

into tall trees.  

4. _________________________ is a chemical that protects the tree against burrowing         

insects, fungus and fire, it also turns parts of the tree red. 

5. The _________________________ is below the canopy. 

6. If one species of animal goes missing in a habitat the whole _________________________ 

is affected. 

7. The _________________________, is where the trees roots grow.   

8. Forests need  _________________________ in order to remain healthy and provide habitat 

for many animals. 

9. The tallest tree in the world is a ________________________. 
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